
The role of the character arc in 
building stories that matter

By Craig DiLouie

“What a character!”





Great characters make a great story.



“What does characterization do for a story? In a 

nutshell, it allows us to empathize with the 

protagonist and secondary characters, and 

thus feel that what is happening to these 

people in the story is vicariously happening to 

us; and it also gives us a sense of verisimilitude, 

or the semblance of living reality.”

—Karen Bernardo, “Characterization in Literature”

Characterization is at the heart of story.



CHARACTER             vs.                   PLOT



CHARACTER-DRIVEN

The character’s 

attributes lead to actions 

and events.

PLOT-DRIVEN

Character’s actions lead 

to a plot point.



“In the best of stories, it is actually characterization that 

moves the story along, because a compelling character 

in a difficult situation creates his or her own plot.” —

Karen Bernardo, “Characterization in Literature”

“Structure is character; character is structure.” —

Robert McKee, Story

“Characters shape the plot, and the plot shapes the 

characters.” —Rayne Hall, Writing Vivid Characters

Characterization always drives story.

PLOT CHARACTER

Plot is story told through … … the eyes of characters.

Things happen because … … characters make choices.

Plot tell us what happened, while … … character tells us why it happened.



Wife disappears 

on a couple’s 

anniversary, with 

foul play 

suspected.

“I will reflect on 

what she means 

to me and gain 

insight into my 

marriage.”

“I will find a new 

lease on life 

freed from the 

constraints of 

my marriage.”

“I will find her 

and rescue her 

using the clues 

in her diary.”

Characterization always drives story.







Fundamentals



PROTAGONIST

Main character 

with whom we 

typically identify. 

The hero (or an 

anti-hero).

ANTAGONIST

A character 

opposing the 

protagonist, 

which results in 

conflict. The 

villain.

FOIL

Supporting 

character who 

highlights another 

character’s 

(usually 

protagonist’s) 

traits through 

contrast.

Character Types

MINOR

Supporting 

character who 

complements 

protagonist or 

villain and helps 

drive the plot.

MAJOR

Play a critical 

role in 

developing and 

resolving the 

central conflict.



ROUND

More developed and well 

rounded in attributes and 

emotions. Typically the 

protagonist and sometimes the 

antagonist.

FLAT

Little depth, typically a singular 

character trait. May be stock, 

stereotype or symbolic. Majority of 

supporting characters. More 

memorable with a quirk.

Character Types



DYNAMIC

A character who undergoes 

change as a result of the central 

conflict. Typically the protagonist 

and sometimes the antagonist.

STATIC

No change. Majority of supporting 

characters and often the antagonist 

as well.

Character Development



What the 

narrator says 

about the 

character

Character Revelation

What the 

character says 

about 

him/herself

What other 

characters say 

about and how 

they interact 

with character

What the 

character does

Direct, reader is told Indirect, reader infers what character is like



Narrator Types

TYPE HOW IT WORKS

First person Character tells the story (“I”)

Second person Narrator tells story to another 

character (“you”)

Third person omniscient Narrator is not a character 

and knows everything about 

the story (“he/she”)

Third person limited Narrator is not a character

but views story through 

perspective of single 

character (“he/she”) (POV)



Emotional Arcs



Kurt Vonnegut’s 

master’s thesis in 

anthropology: 

A story’s main character 

has ups and downs that 

can be graphed to 

reveal story shape.

“The shape of a given 

society’s stories is at 

least as interesting as 

the shape of its pots 

or spearheads.”

Emotional Arcs



Emotional Arcs



Emotional Arcs

• University of Vermont and University of Adelaide 

researchers hypothesis: certain story arcs are more 

meaningful

• Analyzed more than 1,300 works in Project Gutenberg 

fiction collection

• Algorithm assigned emotional ratings to words like 

“death” and “love” and “laugh” to plot happiness arc

• Story shape bends down when happiness decreases 

and up when happiness increases

• Identified six primary emotional arcs as most popular 

based on number of downloads from collection



Emotional Arcs

STORY ARC

Rags to riches Rises over course of story

Riches to rags Falls over course of story

Man in a hole Falls then rises

Icarus Rises then falls

Cinderella Rises, falls, then rises again

Oedipus Falls, rises, then falls again



Riches to Rags



Man in a Hole



Plot Arcs



Aristotle on Plot (Poetics)

• Beginning—start at or near inciting event  

• Middle—build tension

• Reversals—from good fortune to bad and back as a result 

of character choices and actions

• Discoveries—characters should learn about themselves

• Complications—obstacles between character and what 

s/he wants

• Catastrophe—disruption that introduces 

change and chance for characters to

advance plot by how they react

• Resolution—satisfactory conclusion that 

stems logically from story (avoid 

deus ex machina)



The Hero’s Journey





EPISODIC

Multiple consecutive plots linked 

by common character or theme

Other Plot Types

W-SHAPED

Character overcomes one problem but 

problem deepens in reversal

FLASHBACK

Story begins with current events 

and then catches up (medias res)

Set up 
problem

Recover from 
problem

Problem 
deepens

Resolve 
problem



MOUNTAIN

Character faces increasing tension 

in increasingly significant, small 

climactic moments until resolution 

(common in literary novels)

Other Plot Types

EMBEDDED

All plot structures are open to 

subplots and embedding

PARALLEL

Multiple concurrent plots linked by 

common character or theme



Character Arcs



Character’s transformation or inner journey over a story. 

The Character Arc

THE NORMAL

Character starts in 

one state

CONFLICT

Character grows 

through conflict

THE NEW

Character reaches a 

new state, hopefully 

one that’s better



Character’s transformation or inner journey over a story. 

The Character Arc

SYMPATHETIC

IDENTIFIABLE

LIKEABLE

FLAWED

OBSTACLES

ADVERSARIES

CHALLENGES

INCREASING DIFFICULTY

NEW STATE



The Characteristic Moment

• Introduce the character (hook)

• Name, gender, important physical 

characteristics (distinctive)

• Manner of speaking (distinctive)

• Convey this is the protagonist

• Hook reader sympathy and/or 

interest in memorable scene

• Convey character’s goal

• Hint or demonstrate the Lie the 

character believes

• Reader should identify with 

character and find them likeable

• Genres have familiar types

Luke is a dutiful 

nephew but 

wants to go to 

the Academy to 

prove himself. 

He’s introduced 

to droids that will 

change his life.

Han is a tough 

smuggler who 

lives for himself. 

He sees the job 

he’s given by Obi 

Wan and Luke as 

a way to clear his 

debts. 



How to Make Readers Relate to MC

Sympathetic, 

likeable

Michael Hauge says you 

need at least two of these 

to make readers relate to 

a character:

• Sympathetic

• Funny

• Likeable (e.g., special 

talent, as people 

respect competence)

• Jeopardy

• Powerful

Funny, 

likeable 

(street wise)



The Lie the MC Believes

“I want to be 

tested before 

I learn what I 

need to. I test 

everybody 

and 

everything.”

MC believes a Lie about 

themselves or the world, 

resulting in them being an 

incomplete person.

The Lie may have 

symptom(s), such as fear 

or inability to love.

The Lie is so ingrained the 

MC resists change. May 

even see it as strength.

“I take care of 

myself 

because 

nobody else 

ever has. That 

makes me 

self-centered.”



What the MC Wants Vs. Needs

“I want to 

rescue the 

Princess and 

prove 

myself.”

Needs to 

mature so 

can fight 

effectively.

MC wants something but 

can’t have it. Usually 

something external, and 

usually the wrong thing.

What the MC wants often 

belies what the MC 

needs.

“I want to do 

this job and 

clear my debt 

to Jabba.”

Needs to 

commit to a 

cause bigger 

than himself.



The MC’s Ghost or Wound

Luke never 

knew his 

father. 

Grand reveal 

is he finds 

out who his 

father is.

This where the Lie is 

embedded, something 

that haunts the MC. It 

can be revealed in 

pieces, culminating in a 

grand reveal.
Han owes a 

crime lord 

money and 

has a bounty 

on his head.

Inner 

Conflict

Lie s/he 

believes
Thing s/he 

wants

Thing s/he 

needs Ghost



The Normal World

Lives on 

moisture 

farm on 

desert 

planet. Isn’t 

allowed to 

go to the 

Academy a 

year early.

Act 1 should describe the 

Normal for the MC, which 

dramatizes or enables 

the Lie.

Meets his 

clients in 

dangerous bar 

in lawless city.



Trigger

Meets the 

droids, who 

set him on 

path of 

meeting Obi 

Wan and 

seeing Leia’s 

message. 

Family’s 

death sets 

him free.

An event occurs near 

inciting incident or first 

plot point, which gets 

the story moving. The 

trigger should put the 

MC face to face with Lie 

s/he believes and 

catalyze the story.

Is hired by Obi 

Wan and Luke, 

which sets him 

on path of 

fighting for the 

Alliance and 

falling in love 

with Leia. 



The Antagonist

Libbie Hawk (Take Off Your 

Pants!) on antagonist:

• Wants same external goal 

as protagonist

• Conflict from same goal 

or MC deviating from goal

• May provide dark side of 

theme: “Change or you’ll 

become like me”

• Not necessarily villainous 

or evil



The Ally

Libbie Hawk (Take Off 

Your Pants!) on the Ally:

• Has the power to 

force the MC onto the 

right path

• At some point may 

spell exactly what the 

MC needs



Types of Character Arcs

POSITIVE ARC
Character’s beliefs 

and abilities 

challenged. S/he must 

conquer flaw (and 

possibly antagonist 

too), ending a better 

person. Most popular 

for MCs.

FLAT/STEADFAST ARC
In a flat arc, MC ends the same as began 

(flawed), resulting in a tragic ending. 

In a steadfast arc, MC is already good (no Lie 

and resulting flaw) and advances through 

strengthening of resolve. MC does not 

change but is catalyst of change, as the 

essential flaw is in the external world.

NEGATIVE ARC
Character ends up 

worse off than where 

s/he started. 

Common for villains.



Positive Character Arc



Positive Character Arc



Positive Character Arc



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

OPENING IMAGE

Can offer theme, symbol, 

metaphor and foreshadowing of 

central conflict.

Somewhere in the world is a 

beautiful princess requiring 

rescue, who will be freed by her 

true love’s kiss.

CHARACTERISTIC MOMENT

Character arc begins with 

introduction scene. Shrek is 

funny and strong (likeable).

Shrek is an ogre who lives 

alone in a swamp and seems to 

be happy. He goes through the 

gross ogre version of a normal 

morning routine.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

BELIEVES A LIE

The MC believes a Lie 

about themselves, 

resulting in them being 

an incomplete person.

Shrek believes it’s 

better to be alone 

because he’s an ogre.

TROUBLESOME TRAIT

The MC has a trait that 

may lead to trouble, such 

as brave, curious, nosy.

Shrek is an ogre.

SYMPTOMS OF LIE

Symptoms of Lie may 

include negative trait 

such as fear or inability 

to forgive.

Shrek is abrasive 

because he assumes 

others judge him.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

WHAT MC WANTS

MC wants something 

but can’t have it. Usually 

something external, and 

usually the wrong thing.

Shrek wants the fairy 

tale creatures to leave 

and be alone. Lord 

Farquaad wants the 

same thing for Shrek.

TRIGGER

The inciting incident 

(about 12%) or first plot 

point may expose the 

Lie as a weakness.

Shrek’s swamp is 

invaded by fairy tale 

creatures who want him 

to protect them.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

REVELATION

The Ghost can be 

revealed in pieces, 

culminating in a grand 

reveal.

Shrek tells Donkey 

everybody always 

judges him before 

getting to know him.

THE GHOST

Also called the Wound, 

this is where the Lie is 

embedded, something 

that haunts the MC.

People have always 

judged and feared 

Shrek.

WHAT MC NEEDS

What the MC wants 

often belies what the 

character needs.

Shrek needs to be 

surrounded by people 

who love him and 

accept him as he is.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

CLOSER TO WANT

The MC should get 

closer to what he wants 

and further from what 

he needs.

Shrek is taking Fiona to 

Lord Farquaad. They 

don’t get along. He’s 

mean to Donkey.

TOOLS TO DEFEAT LIE

The MC should be given 

tools to defeat Lie and 

find it hard to continue 

believing it.

Donkey tells Shrek what 

his problem is. After 

getting to know Fiona, he 

develops feelings for her.

FIRST PLOT POINT

Major event happens 

that changes everything 

and propels story in 

new direction.

Shrek goes on 

adventure to rescue 

Fiona and get his 

swamp back.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

FALSE VICTORY

The MC appears to 

have victory in his/her 

grasp.

We know Fiona returns 

his love and that Shrek 

will get everything he 

wants if he opens up.

TAKE ACTION

The MC now takes action 

to escape the Lie as a 

result of new 

understanding.

Shrek goes to tell Fiona 

he loves her.

MIDPOINT

Something happens that 

prompts MC to be ready 

to change. Realization.

Shrek falls in love with 

Fiona.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

SECOND PLOT POINT

Another major event. 

Choice of want/need. 

MC commits to need. 

Old self dies, rebirth.

Shrek learns Fiona 

wasn’t talking about him 

and resolves to accept 

Donkey as friend and 

rescue Fiona.

SPELL OUT THE NEED

What the MC needs 

should be blatantly 

spelled out for him, 

typically by the Ally.

Donkey tells Shrek he 

needs love but turns 

people away who love 

him.

ALL HOPE IS LOST

MC appears to be 

defeated.

Shrek overhears Fiona 

and believes she finds 

him repulsive. Goes 

back to swamp, which 

seems empty now.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

REALIZE

The final act 

assembles all 

characters and ties up 

all subplots and 

foreshadowing.

Fiona’s and 

Farquaad’s wedding.

RISING STAKES

The stakes should be 

jacked to the max to test 

the MC’s new self and 

resolve.

Fiona is going to marry 

Lord Farquaad.

CLIMAX

P/A confrontation 

inevitable. MC goes all in 

against antagonist. 

Conviction ultimately 

tested, Lie rejected.

Armed with friendship 

(Donkey and Dragon), 

Shrek goes to Duloc and 

defeats Lord Farquaad.



Positive Character Arc: SHREK

RESOLUTION

Tie up loose ends, show MC’s new self in 

new Normal, relax readers after climax, 

clearly answer thematic question, give 

reader a chance to say farewell.

Fiona permanently becomes an ogre 

(interesting twist on kiss turning frog to 

prince). They get married. The fairy tale 

characters celebrate. It’s better to take 

risks to have love and friends than to be 

safe and alone. If you accept yourself as 

you are, you will find others who will too.



Putting It Together



Character

Plot

Emotion
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